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bhyve through diploma and master projects

I Promote and Coordinate

I Lot of work have been done, not too much yet commited to
upstream

I instruction caching
I emulate NE2000 network device driver
I emulate ATA disk controller
I porting bhyve on ARM
I emulate HD-Audio device driver
I bhyve save-restore mechanism



Instruction Caching

I Author: Mihai Carabas

I Coordinator: Neel Natu

I GSoC 2014

I Not yet commited due to its low impact

I When we will support nested virtualization
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Emulated Drivers

I Author: Alex Teaca

I Coordinator: Peter Grehan, Mihai Carabas

I Internal development in UPB and GSoC 2015/2016

I Not yet commited

I Peter is waiting for capsicum to come in before doing a new
device driver model

I HD-Audio is the next candidate because it has the least
dependencies

I NE2000 is waiting for the netmap backend code (blocked on
Peter)

I ATA disk controller emulation needs reworking (Peter said
that found a candidate)
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bhyve on ARM

I Author: Mihai Carabas

I Coordinator: Peter Grehan

I Internal development in UPB and GSoC 2015

I Implemented for ARMv7

I Emulator from FastModels (Cortex A15)

I Currently you can boot a VM until it gets to initialize the
interrupt controller

I Started porting on Exynos5250 and Cubie2

I More tech details on AsiaBSDCon2017 presentation (12th of
March, last presentation)
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bhyve save-restore feature

I Author: Mihai Tiganus, Flavius Anton

I Coordinator: Mihai Carabas, Peter Grehan

I Sponsored-by: Matthew Grooms (in form of scholarship for
the Master students)

I Internal development in UPB started from Summer 2016 and
is on-going

I Save the entire state of the VM while running

I Restore it from the saved state

I Prerequisite for live migration!
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bhyve save-restore feature (2)

I Good news in the last week!

I We have a working demo - [Play ]

I A VM with a single CPU and maximum 1GB of RAM using a
RAMDISK

I Repos:
I https:

//github.com/flaviusanton/bhyve-save-restore
I https://svn.grid.pub.ro/svn/bhyve-save-restore

I Peter will create a FreeBSD SVN project and import the
feature there to be able for others to test it

I Flavius Anton will continue working on it until June when he
presents his master project

I (SMP and more than 1GB of RAM) and will start adding
device)

I Follow-up the technical presentation in BSDCan2017!

https://github.com/flaviusanton/bhyve-save-restore
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Conclusions

I There is a great potential in developing core code for bhyve
with students

I The satisfaction are from both perspectives (especially from
them because they are doing low-level programming)

I Is hard to have results if you do not ensure a minimal
scholarship from them

I On-going projects: bhyve save-restore, bhyve on ARM
I Personal perspective:

I I will try to work with Peter and Andrew to integrate the
projects in the main repo (even with missing stuff)

I May be University POLITEHNICA of Bucharest will organize a
EuroBSDCon in the feature

Thank you for your attention!
ask questions
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